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GROUP A: Assignment No.1
Aim: Implement BFS and DFS algorithm (uninformed search methods) for graph traversal.
Objective:
i)

To learn the Basic Concepts of BFS and DFS.

ii)

To learn how to apply BFS and DFS for different applications like 8-puzzle
problem.

Theory:
Introduction:
The breadth first search (BFS) and the depth first search (DFS) are the two algorithms used for
traversing and searching a node in a graph. They can also be used to find out whether a node is
reachable from a given node or not.
Breadth first search (BFS)
This is a very different approach for traversing the graph nodes. The aim of BFS algorithm is to
traverse the graph as close as possible to the root node. Queue is used in the implementation of
the breadth first search. Let‟s see how BFS traversal works with respect to the following graph:

If we do the breadth first traversal of the above graph and print the visited node as the output, it
will print the following output. “A B C D E F”. The BFS visits the nodes level by level, so it will
start with level 0 which is the root node, and then it moves to the next levels which are B, C and
D, then the last levels which are E and F.

Algorithmic Steps
Step 1: Push the root node in the Queue.
Step 2: Loop until the queue is empty.
Step 3: Remove the node from the Queue.
Step 4: If the removed node has unvisited child nodes, mark them as visited and insert
theunvisited children in the queue.
Depth-first search (DFS)
The aim of DFS algorithm is to traverse the graph in such a way that it tries to go far from the
root node. Stack is used in the implementation of the depth first search. Let‟s see how depth first
search works with respect to the following graph:

As stated before, in DFS, nodes are visited by going through the depth of the tree from the
starting node. If we do the depth first traversal of the above graph and print the visited node, it
will be “A B E F C D”. DFS visits the root node and then its children nodes until it reaches the
end node, i.e. E and F nodes, then moves up to the parent nodes.
Algorithmic Steps
Step 1: Push the root node in the Stack.
Step 2: Loop until stack is empty.
Step 3: Peek the node of the stack.

Step 4: If the node has unvisited child nodes, get the unvisited child node, mark it as
traversedand push it on stack.
Step 5: If the node does not have any unvisited child nodes, pop the node from the stack.
A Depth-first search (DFS) algorithm begins by expanding the initial node and generating its
successors. In each subsequent step, DFS expands one of the most recently generated nodes. If
this node has no successors (or cannot lead to any solutions), then DFS backtracks and expands a
different node. In some DFS algorithms, successors of a node are expanded in an order
determined by their heuristic values. A major advantage of DFS is that its storage requirement is
linear in the depth of the state space being searched.
Simple backtracking is a depth-first search method that terminates upon finding the first solution.
Thus, it is not guaranteed to find a minimum-cost solution. Simple backtracking uses no heuristic
information to order the successors of an expanded node. A variant, ordered backtracking, does
use heuristics to order the successors of an expanded node.
Example: Depth-first search for 8-puzzle problem
Below figure shows the execution of depth-first search for solving the 8-puzzle problem. The
search starts at the initial configuration. Successors of this state are generated by applying
possible moves. During each step of the search algorithm a new state is selected, and its
successors are generated. The DFS algorithm expands the deepest node in the tree. In step 1, the
initial state A generates states B and C. One of these is selected according to a predetermined
criterion. In the example, we order successors by applicable moves as follows: up, down, left,
and right. In step 2, the DFS algorithm selects state B and generates states D, E, and F. Note that
the state D can be discarded, as it is a duplicate of the parent of B. In step 3, state E is expanded
to generate states G and H. Again G can be discarded because it is a duplicate of B. The search
proceeds in this way until the algorithm backtracks or the final configuration is generated.

In each step of the DFS algorithm, untried alternatives must be stored. For example, in the 8puzzle problem, up to three untried alternatives are stored at each step. In general, if m is the
amount of storage required to store a state, and d is the maximum depth, then the total space
requirement of the DFS algorithm is O (md). The state-space tree searched by parallel DFS can
be efficiently represented as a stack. Since the depth of the stack increases linearly with the depth
of the tree, the memory requirements of a stack representation are low.
Depth-first search is good because it allows a solution to be find without all competing branches
having to be expanded. Breadth-first search is good because it does not get trapped on dead-end
paths. One way of combining the two is to follow a single path at a time, but switch paths
whenever some competing path looks more promising than the current one does.
To implement such a graph-search procedure, we will need to use two lists of nodes:
1) OPEN: Nodes that have been generated and have had the heuristic function applied to
thembut which have not yet been examined (i.e., had their successors generated). OPEN is
actually a priority queue in which the elements with the highest priority are those with the most
promising value of the heuristic function.
2) CLOSED: Nodes that have already been examined. We need to keep these nodes in memory

if we want to search a graph rather than a tree, since whether a node is generated; we need to
check whether it has been generated before.
For BFS and DFS, the initial state, final state will be input and output will be Path from the
initial state to the final state in least number of steps.
Advantages of DFS


Requires less memory than BFS since only need to remember the current path 



If lucky, can find a solution without examining much of the state space 



with cycle-checking, looping can be avoided 




Advantages of BFS





Guaranteed to find a solution if one exists – in addition, finds optimal (shortest)
solution first 



It will not get lost in a blind alley (i.e., does not require backtracking or cycle checking) 



Can add cycle checking with very little cost 



Conclusion: BFS and DFS algorithm is implemented for graph traversal.

Assignment No. 2

Aim: Implement Shortest Path Finding Algorithm using A* (A Star).
Objective:
iii)

To learn Basic Concepts of A Star: Evaluation function, Path Cost, Heuristic
function, Calculation of heuristic function.

iv)

Logic of A star implementation for Shortest Path Finding Algorithm

Theory:
Introduction:
In computer science, A* (pronounced as "A star") is a computer algorithm that is widely used in
path finding and graph traversal, the process of plotting an efficiently traversable path between
multiple points, called nodes. The A* algorithm combines features of uniform-cost search and
pure heuristic search to efficiently compute optimal solutions.
A* algorithm is a best-first search algorithm in which the cost associated with a node is
f(n) = g(n) + h(n),
where g(n) is the cost of the path from the initial state to node n and
h(n) is the heuristic estimate or the cost or a path from node n to a goal.
Thus, f(n) estimates the lowest total cost of any solution path going through node n. At each
point a node with lowest f value is chosen for expansion. Ties among nodes of equal f value
should be broken in favor of nodes with lower h values. The algorithm terminates when a goal is
chosen for expansion.
A* algorithm guides an optimal path to a goal if the heuristic function h(n) is admissible,
meaning it never overestimates actual cost. For example, since airline distance never
overestimates actual highway distance, and manhattan distance never overestimates actual moves

in the gliding tile.
For Puzzle, A* algorithm, using these evaluation functions, can find optimal solutions to these
problems. In addition, A* makes the most efficient use of the given heuristic function in the
following sense: among all shortest-path algorithms using the given heuristic function h(n). A*
algorithm expands the fewest number of nodes.
The main drawback of A* algorithm and indeed of any best-first search is its memory
requirement. Since at least the entire open list must be saved, A* algorithm is severely spacelimited in practice, and is no more practical than best-first search algorithm on current machines.
For example, while it can be run successfully on the eight puzzles, it exhausts available memory
in a matter of minutes on the fifteen puzzles.
A star algorithm is very good search method, but with complexity problems
To implement such a graph-search procedure, we will need to use two lists of node:
1) OPEN: Nodes that have been generated and have had the heuristic function applied to
thembut which have not yet been examined (i.e., had their successors generated). OPEN is
actually a priority queue in which the elements with the highest priority are those with the most
promising value of the heuristic function.
2) CLOSED: Nodes that have already been examined. We need to keep these nodes in
memoryif we want to search a graph rather than a tree, since whether a node is generated, we
need to check whether it has been generated before
A * Algorithm:
1. Put the start node s on OPEN.
2. If OPEN is empty, exit with failure
3. Remove from OPEN and place on CLOSED a node n having minimum f.
4. If n is a goal node exit successfully with a solution path obtained by tracing back the
pointers from n to s.

5. Otherwise, expand n generating its children and directing pointers from each child node to
n.



For every child node n‟ do



evaluate h(n‟) and compute f(n‟) = g(n‟) +h(n‟)=
g(n)+c(n,n‟)+h(n)





If n‟ is already on OPEN or CLOSED
 compare its new f with the
old f and attach the lowest f to n‟.
put n‟ with its f value in the right order in OPEN

6. Go to step 2.
Pseudo code:

OPEN //the set of nodes to be evaluated
CLOSED //the set of nodes already evaluated
add the start node to OPEN

loop
current = node in OPEN with the lowest
f_cost remove current from OPEN
add current to CLOSED

if current is the target node //path has been
found return

foreach neighbour of the current node
if neighbour is not traversable or neighbour is in
CLOSED skip to the next neighbour

if new path to neighbour is shorter OR neighbour is not in OPEN



set f_cost of neighbour
set parent of neighbour to current
if neighbour is not in OPEN

add neighbour to OPEN
A* is commonly used for the common path finding problem in applications such as games, but
was originally designed as a general graph traversal algorithm.
Conclusion: A star is implemented for Shortest Path Finding Algorithm.

Assignment No. 3
Aim: Implementation of Unification algorithm.
Objective: To study and implement unification algorithm.
Theory:
Unification:
Lifted inference rules require finding substitutions that make different logical expressions look
identical. This process is called unification and is a key component of all first-order inference
algorithms. The UNIFY algorithm takes two sentences and returns a unifier for them if one
exists:
UNIFY (p, q) = θ where SUBST(θ, p) = S UBST(θ, q)
Let us look at some examples of how UNIFY should behave. Suppose we have a query Knows
(John, x) : whom does John know? Some answers to this query can be found by finding all
sentences in the knowledge base that unify with Knows (John, x ) . Here are the results of
unification with four different sentences that might be in the knowledge base.
UNIFY(Knows(John,x), knows(John, Jane) )= {X/J ane) UNIFY
(Knows(John,x), , Knows(y, Bi l l ) )= {x/Bi11, y/John)

UNIFY(Knows(John, x ) , Knows(y, mother(y))) = {y/ John, x/Mother(John)}
UNIFY (Knows( John, x ) , Knows ( x , Elizabeth)) = Jail .
The last unification fails because x cannot take on the values John and Elizabeth at the same
time. Now, remember that Knows(x, Elizabeth) meails "Everyone knows Elizabeth," so we
should be able to infer that John knows Elizabeth. The problem arises only because the two
sentences happen to use the same variable name, 1. The problem can be avoided by
standardizing apart one of the two sentences being unified, which means renaming its APART
variables to avoid name clashes. For example, we can rename x in Knows(x, Elizabeth) to z17 (a
new variable name) without changing its meaning. Now the unification will work:
UNIFY(Knows(John,x), knows(z17,E lizabeth)) = {x/Elizabeth, z17/ John) .
There is one more complication: we said that UNIFY should return a substitution that makes the
two arguments look the same. But there coilld be more than one such unifier. For example,
UNIFY (Knows(John, x), kn ows(y, z ) ) could return {y/John, x/z) or {y/ John, z/ John, z/ John).

The first unifier gives Knows(John, z ) as the result of unification, whereas the second gives
Knows (John, John), The second result could be obtained from the first by an additional
substitution {z/ John); we say that the first unifier is more general than the second, because it
places fewer restrictions on the values of the variables. It turns out that, for every unifiable pair
of expressions, there is a single most general unifier (or MGU) that is unique up to renaming of
variables. In this case it is {y/ John, x/z). An algorithm for computing most general unifiers is
shown below. The process is very simple: recursively explore the two expressions
simultaneously "side by side," building up a unifier along the way, but failing if two
corresponding points in the structures do not match. There is one expensive step: when matching
a variable against a complex term, one must check whether the variable itself occurs inside the
term; if it does, the match fails because no consistent unifier can be constructed. This so-called
occur check makes the complexity of the entire algorithm quadratic in the size of the expressions
being unified. Some systems, including all logic programming systems, simply omit the occur
check and sometimes make unsound inferences as a result; other systems use more complex
algorithms with linear-time complexity.

Unification Examples:
unify(P(a,x),P(a,b)) =
{x/b}
unify(P(a,x),P(y,b)) =
{x/b,y/a}
unify(P(a,x),P(y,f(y)) =
{y/a,x/f(a) }
unify(P(a,x),P(x,b)) =
failure { a!= b}
To avoid such problems, standardize variables apart. Replace x with x1 in the first sentence and
x with x2 in the second. Then:
unify(P(a,x1),P(x2,b)) = {x1/b,
x2/a} Of course, not everything can be unified:
unify(P(a,b),P(x,x)) = failure
unify(P(a,f(a)),P(x,x)) = failure

Unification algorithm:

This is the unification algorithm. The algorithm works by comparing the structures of the inputs,
element by element. The substitution 0 that is the argument to UNIFY is built up along the way
and is used to make sure that later comparisons are consistent with bindings that were established
earlier. In a compound expression, such as F(A, B), the function OP picks out the function
symbol F and the function ARCS picks out the argument list (A, B).

Conclusion: The unification algorithm is implemented successfully.

Assignment No. 4
Aim: To implement Naive Bayes for classification.
Objective:
Student will learn:
v)

The Basic Concepts of naïve Bayes method.

vi)

Use of Naïve Bayes method for classification.

Theory:
Introduction:
The objective of classification is to analyze the input data and to develop an accurate description
or model for each class using the features present in the data. This model is used to classify test
data for which the class descriptions are not known. The input data, also called the training set,
consists of multiple records each having multiple attributes or features.Each record is tagged
with a class label.
The data analysis task is called as classification, where a model or classifier is constructed to
predict categorical labels. (e.g. “safe” or “risky”, “yes” or “no”)
Data classification is a two-step process 1. Learning 2. Classification
1. Learning: In this step, a classifier is built describing a predetermined set of data
classesor concepts. This first step of the classification process can also be viewed as the
learning of a mapping or function, y = f(X), that can predict the associated class label y
of a given tuple X. This mapping is represented in the form of classification rules,
decision trees or mathematical formula.
2. Classification: Model created in previous steps are used for classification. Test data
areused to estimate the accuracy of the classification rules. If the accuracy is considered
acceptable, the rules can be applied to the classification of new data tuples.
Bayesian classifiers are statistical classifiers. They can predict class membership probabilities,

such as the probability that a given tuple belongs to a particular class.Bayesian classification is
based on Bayes‟ theorem,
Bayesian classifiers have also exhibited high accuracy and speed when applied to large
databases. Bayesian classifiers assume that the effect of an attribute value on a given class is
independent of the values of the other attributes. This assumption is called class
conditionalindependence. It is made to simplify the computations involved and, in this sense, is
considered
“naïve.” (Hence it is Bayesian classifier is also called as Naïve Bayes Classifier)
Bayes’ theorem
Bayes‟ theorem is named after Thomas Bayes, who did early work in probability and decision
theory during the 18th century.
Let X be a data tuple. In Bayesian terms, X is considered “evidence.”
Let H be some hypothesis, such as that the data tuple X belongs to a specified class C.
For classification problems, we want to determine P(H|X), the probability that the hypothesis H
holds given the “evidence” or observed data tuple X.
In other words, we are looking for the probability that tuple X belongs to class C, given that we
know the attribute description of X.
1) P(H|X) is the posterior probability, or a posteriori probability, of H conditioned on X.
i.e. P(H|X) : Probability of H given X
P(H|X) reflects the probability that customer X will buy a computer given that we know the
customer‟s age and income.
2) P(X|H) is the posterior probability ofXconditioned onH.
i.e P(X|H) : Probability of X given H
That is, it is the probability that customers, X, is 35 years old and earns $40,000, given that we
know the customer will buy a computer.

3) P(H) is the prior probability, or a priori probability, of H.
i.e. P(H) : Prior probability of hypothesis H
For example, this is the probability that any given customer will buy a computer, regardless of
age, income, or any other information, for that matter.
4) P(X) is the prior probability of X.
i.e. P(X) : Prior probability of data tuple X
For example, it is the probability that a person from our set of customers is 35 years old and
earns $40,000.
Bayes‟ theorem is useful in that it provides a way of calculating the posterior probability,
P(H|X), from P(H), P(X|H), and P(X). Bayes‟ theorem is given below:
P(H |X)

P(X| H )P(H )
P(X)

Naïve Bayesian classifier
The naïve Bayesian classifier, or simple Bayesian classifier, works as follows:
1) Let D be a training set of tuples and their associated class labels, and each tuple is represented
by an n-D attribute vector X = (x1, x2, …, xn)
2) Suppose there are m classes C1, C2, …, Cm. Given a tuple, X, the classifier will predict that X
belongs to the class having the highest posterior probability, conditioned on X. That is, the naïve
Bayesian classifier predicts that tuple X belongs to the class Ci if and only if,

Thus we maximize P(Ci |X). The class Ci for which P(Ci |X) is maximized is called the
maximum posteriori hypothesis. This can be derived from Bayes‟ theorem :

As P(X) is constant for all classes, only P(X|Ci)*P(Ci ) need be maximized. If the class prior
probabilities are not known, then it is commonly assumed that the classes are equally likely, that
is, P(C1 ) = P(C2 ) = · · · = P(Cm ), and we would therefore maximize P(X|Ci ). Otherwise, we
maximize P(X|Ci)*P(Ci ).
4) Given data sets with many attributes, it would be extremely computationally expensive to
compute P(X|Ci ). Thus,

Here xk refers to the value of attribute Ak for tuple X. For each attribute, we look at whether the
attribute is categorical or continuous-valued.
For instance, to compute P(X|Ci ), we consider the following:
a) If Ak is categorical, then P(xk |Ci ) is the number of tuples of class Ci in D having the value xk
for Ak , divided by |Ci,D |, the number of tuples of class Ci in D.
b) If Ak is continuous-valued, then A continuous-valued attribute is typically assumed to have a
Gaussian distribution with a mean μ and standard deviation σ, defined by

5) In order to predict the class label of X, P(X|Ci )P(Ci ) is evaluated for each class Ci .
The classifier predicts that the class label of tuple X is the class Ci if and only if
P(X|Ci )P(Ci ) > P(X|C j )P(C j ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, j = i.
In other words, the predicted class label is the class Ci for which P(X|Ci )P(Ci ) is the maximum.
Input:

1. Training Data Set
2. Tuple

Output:
1. A Class predicated for given tuple.
Example:
Consider the following dataset.

Query:
X = ( age= youth, income = medium, student = yes, credit_rating = fair)
A person belonging to tuple X will buy a computer?
Algorithm:
1. Calculate prior Probabilities of class to be predicted

2. Calculate conditional probabilities
3. Calculate posterior probability
4. Highest probability among above is predicted class for query tuple.
Solution:
P(C1) = P(buys_computer = yes) = 9/14 =0.643
P(C2) = P(buys_computer = no) = 5/14= 0.357
P(age=youth /buys_computer = yes) = 2/9 =0.222
P(age=youth /buys_computer = no) = 3/5 =0.600
P(income=medium /buys_computer = yes) = 4/9 =0.444
P(income=medium /buys_computer = no) = 2/5 =0.400
P(student=yes /buys_computer = yes) = 6/9 =0.667
P(student=yes/buys_computer = no) = 1/5 =0.200 P(credit
rating=fair /buys_computer = yes) = 6/9 =0.667 P(credit
rating=fair /buys_computer = no) = 2/5 =0.400

P(X/Buys a computer = yes) = P(age=youth /buys_computer = yes) *
P(income=medium /buys_computer = yes) * P(student=yes /buys_computer = yes) *
P(credit rating=fair /buys_computer = yes) = 0.222 * 0.444 * 0.667 * 0.667 = 0.044
P(X/Buys a computer = No) = 0.600 * 0.400 * 0.200 * 0.400 = 0.019
Find class Ci that Maximizes P(X/Ci) * P(Ci)
=>P(X/Buys a computer = yes) * P(buys_computer = yes) = 0.028
=>P(X/Buys a computer = No) * P(buys_computer = no) = 0.007

Prediction : Buys a computer for Tuple X

Conclusion: We have studied the Naïve Bayes Classification and also implemented successfully.

GROUP B

Assignment No. 6
Aim: To implement k-means clustering algorithm.
Objective:
Student will learn:
vii)

The concept of clustering to classify a data set.

viii)

Use of k-means algorithm for clustering.

Theory: Introduction:
Clustering is the Classification of objects into different groups, or more precisely,
thepartitioning a data set into subset (clusters), so that the data in each subset (ideally) share
some common trait - often according to some defined distance measure
K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that solve the well known
clustering problem. The procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set
through a certain number of clusters (assume k clusters) fixed a priori. The main idea is to define
k centroids, one for each cluster. These centroids should be placed in a cunning way because of
different location causes different result. So, the better choice is to place them as much as
possible far away from each other.
The next step is to take each point belonging to a given data set and associate it to the nearest
centroid. When no point is pending, the first step is completed and an early group age is done. At
this point we need to re-calculate k new centroids as bary centers of the clusters resulting from
the previous step.
After we have these k new centroids, a new binding has to be done between the same data set
points and the nearest new centroid. A loop has been generated. As a result of this loop we may
notice that the k centroids change their location step by step until no more changes are done. In
other

words

centroids

do

not

move

any

more.

Finally, this algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function, in this case a squared error
function. The objective function

,

where

is a chosen distance measure between a data point

and the cluster center

, is an indicator of the distance of the n data points from their respective cluster centers.
Algorithm
The algorithm is composed of the following steps:
1. Place K points into the space represented by the objects that are being clustered. These
points represent initial group centroids.
2. Assign each object to the group that has the closest centroid.
3. When all objects have been assigned, recalculate the positions of the K centroids.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move. This produces a separation of
the objects into groups from which the metric to be minimized can be calculated.

Although it can be

proved

that the procedure will always terminate, the k-means algorithm does not necessarily find the
most optimal configuration, corresponding to the global objective function minimum. The
algorithm is also significantly sensitive to the initial randomly selected cluster centers. The kmeans algorithm can be run multiple times to reduce this effect.
Suppose that we have n sample feature vectors x1, x2, ..., xn all from the same class, and we
know that they fall into k compact clusters, k < n. Let mi be the mean of the vectors in cluster i.
If the clusters are well separated, we can use a minimum-distance classifier to separate them.
That is, we can say that x is in cluster i if || x - mi || is the minimum of all the k distances. This
suggests the following procedure for finding the k means:





Make initial guesses for the means m1, m2, ..., mk 



Until there are no changes in any mean 
o

Use the estimated means to classify the samples into clusters
o For i from 1 to k


Replace mi with the mean of all of the samples for cluster i
o


end_for

end_until 

Here is an example showing how the means m1 and m2 move into the centers of two clusters.

Advantages
1) Fast, robust and easier to understand.
2) Relatively efficient: O(tknd), where n is # objects, k is # clusters, d is # dimension of each
object, and t is # iterations. Normally, k, t, d << n.

3) Gives best result when data set are distinct or well separated from each other.
Disadvantages
1) The use of Exclusive Assignment - If there are two highly overlapping data then k-means will
not be able to resolve that there are two clusters.
2) Randomly choosing of the cluster center cannot lead us to the fruitful result.
Example:
Consider following example showing the implementation of k-means algorithm (using K=2)

Step 1:
Initialization: Randomly we choose following two centroids (k=2) for two
clusters. In this case the 2 centroid are: m1=(1.0,1.0) and m2=(5.0,7.0).

Step 2:
Thus, we obtain two clusters containing:

{1,2,3} and {4,5,6,7}.

Their new centroids are:

Step 3:
Now using these centroids we compute the Euclidean distance of each object, as shown in
table.Therefore, the new clusters are: {1,2} and {3,4,5,6,7} Next centroids are: m1=(1.25,1.5)
and m2 = (3.9,5.1)

Step 4 :
The clusters obtained are:

{1,2} and {3,4,5,6,7}

Therefore, there is no change in the cluster.
Thus, the algorithm comes to a halt here and final result consist of 2 clusters {1,2} and
{3,4,5,6,7}.

Plot:

Conclusion: We have studied k-means clustering algorithm and implemented for student data
ofdifferent age group.

Assignment No. 7
Aim: To Develop a book recommender Expert system.
Objective: Student will learn:
ix)

The Basic Concepts of Recommendation System.

x)

Types of Recommendation System.

Theory: Recommender systems are systems that based on information about a user's
pastpatterns and consumption patterns in general, recommend new items to the user.
Recommender systems or recommendation systems (sometimes replacing "system" with a
synonym such as platform or engine) are a subclass of information filtering system that seek to
predict the 'rating' or 'preference' that a user would give to an item.
Recommender systems have become extremely common in recent years, and are applied in a
variety of applications. The most popular ones are probably movies, music, news, books,
research articles, search queries, social tags, and products in general.
Recommender systems typically produce a list of recommendations in one of two ways - through
collaborative or content-based filtering.
Recommender systems are a hot topic in this age of immense data and web marketing. Shopping
online is ubiquitous, but online stores, while eminently searchable, lack the same browsing
options as the brick-and-mortar variety. Visiting a bookstore in person, a customer can wander
over to the science fiction section and casually look around without a particular author or title in
mind. Online stores often offer a browsing option, and even allow browsing by genre, but often
the number of options available is still overwhelming.
Commercial sites try to counteract this overload by showing special deals, new options, and staff
favorites, but the best marketing angle would be to recommend items that the user is likely to
enjoy or need. Unless online stores want to hire psychics, they need a new technology.
Recommendation systems use a number of different technologies. We can classify these systems
into two broad groups.

Content-based systems examine properties of the items recommended. For instance, if a
Netflixuser has watched many cowboy movies, then recommend a movie classified in the
database as having the “cowboy” genre.
The system learns to recommend items that are similar to the ones that the user liked in the past.
The similarity of items is calculated based on the features associated with the compared items.
For example, if a user has positively rated a movie that belongs to the comedy genre, then the
system can learn to recommend other movies from this genre.
Collaborative filtering systems recommend items based on similarity measures between
usersand/or items. The items recommended to a user are those preferred by similar users. This
sort of recommendation system can use the groundwork on similarity search and on clustering.
However, these technologies by themselves are not sufficient, and there are some new algorithms
that have proven effective for recommendation systems.
Collaborative filtering approaches building a model from a user's past behavior (items previously
purchased or selected and/or numerical ratings given to those items) as well as similar decisions
made by other users. This model is then used to predict items (or ratings for items) that the user
may have an interest in.
The simplest and original implementation of this approach recommends to the active user the
items that other users with similar tastes liked in the past. The similarity in taste of two users is
calculated based on the similarity in the rating history of the users. This is the reason why refers
to collaborative filtering as “people-to-people correlation.” Collaborative filtering is considered
to be the most popular and widely implemented technique in RS.
Knowledge-based system, functional knowledge required (how a particular item meets
aparticular need). Its can reason about the relationship between a need and a possible
recommendation. For this system no long-term models required.
Hybrid Recommender System, combine multiple methods in order to take advantage
ofstrengths and alleviate drawbacks. Following are multiple methods that can be used for hybrid
recommender system.



Weighted : scores/votes of several recommendation techniques combined together
toproduce a single recommendation 



Switching: system switches between recommendation techniques depending on
thecurrent situation 



Mixed: recommendations from several different recommenders presented at the




sametime Feature combination, features from different recommendation data sources
thrown together into a single recommendation algorithm 




Cascade: one recommender refines the recommendations given by another



Feature augmentation: output from one technique is used as an input feature to another



Meta-level: the model learned by one recommender is used as input to another




Examples:
1. Offering news articles to on-line newspaper readers, based on a prediction of reader interests.
2. Offering customers of an on-line retailer suggestion about what they might like to buy based
on their past history of purchases and/or product searches.
Flow of application:
Top Rated and New added book will recommend first.
Functionality provide for add new book
Database: SQLite
Control Used :
Listview:

To show list on screen

Spinner:

To show drop down on screen

Conclusion: We have studied the book recommender system and also implemented successfully.

Assignment No. 8
Aim: Implementation of MiniMax approach for TIC-TAC-TOE.
Objective:
Student will learn:
xi)

Concepts of MiniMax algorithm.

xii)

Implementation Logic of Tic-Tac-Toe game.

Theory:
Introduction:
A game is any situation involving interdependence amongst „players‟.
A game consists of










A set of players



A set of strategies for each player



The payoffs
 to each player for every possible list of strategy choices by the
players.

Game theory is the study of strategic decision making. Game theory models strategic
behaviorby agents who understand that their actions affect the actions of other agents.
Game playing is most practical and direct application of the heuristic search problem
solvingparadigm. Games require different search procedures. Basically they are based on
generate and test philosophy. Typical characteristic of the games is to „look ahead‟ at future
positions in order to succeed. The generator generates individual move in the search space, each
of which is then evaluated by the tester and the most promising one is chosen.
Game Tree is a structure for organizing all possible (legal) game states by the moves
whichallow you to transition from one game state to the next. This structure is ideal for allowing
the computer to evaluate which moves to make because, by traversing the game tree, a computer
can easily “foresee” the outcome of a move and thus “decide” whether to take it.

The game begins from a specified initial state and ends in position that can be declared win for
one, loss for other or possibly a draw.
Game tree is an explicit representation of all possible plays of the game. The root node is an
initial position of the game. Its successors are the positions that the first player can reach in one
move, and Their successors are the positions resulting from the second player's replies and so on.
Terminal or leaf nodes are represented by WIN, LOSS or DRAW. Each path from the root to a
terminal node represents a different complete play of the game.
We first consider games with two players, whom we call MAX and MIN. MAX moves first,
and then they take turns moving until the game is over. At the end of the game, points are
awarded to the winning player and penalties are given to the loser
Let us consider only two player discrete, perfect information games, such as tic-tac-toe. From the
initial state, MAX has nine possible moves. Play alternates between MAX 's placing an X and
MIN's placing an 0 until we reach leaf nodes corresponding to terminal states such that one
player has three in a row or all the squares arc filled.The number on each leaf node indicates the
utility value of the terminal state from the point of view of MAX; high values are assumed to be
good for MAX and bad for MIN (which is how the players get their names).

MiniMax Algorithm
A minimax algorithm is a recursive algorithm for choosing the next move in an n-player game,
usually a two-player game. The minimax algorithm is used to determine which moves a
computer player makes in games like tic-tac-toe, checkers.A value is associated with each
position or state of the game. This value is computed by means of a position evaluationfunction
and it indicates how good it would be for a player to reach that position. The playerthen makes
the move that maximizes the minimum value of the position resulting from the opponent's
possible following moves. If it is A's turn to move, A gives a value to each of his legal moves. It
uses bottom-up approach.
Two players - Max and Min. We assume both Max and Min will play optimally.
General Idea:
1. Start with the current position as a Max node.
2. Expand the game tree a fixed number of half-moves (known as a ply).
3. Apply the evaluation function to the leaf nodes.
4. Calculate values back up the game tree according to Min-Max principle.
5. Pick the move that was chosen to give the Max value at the root.
MiniMax Algorithm













Create start node as a MAX node with current board configuration.
Expand nodes down to some depth of lookahead in the game.
Apply the evaluation function at each of the leaf nodes.









“Back up” values for each of the non-leaf nodes until a value is computed for the root node









At MIN nodes,
the backed-up value is the minimum of the values associated with its

children.
At MAX 
nodes, the backed up value is the maximum of the values associated with its
children.

Pick the 
operator associated with the child node whose backed-up value determined the value at
the root.

Example of an evaluation function for Tic-Tac-Toe
f(n) = [# of 3-lengths open for me] - [# of 3-lengths open for
you] where a 3-length is a complete row, column, or diagonal

Application Flow:
Play TIC-TAC-TOE game.
Control used :
Table Layout: To put block in table format
Conclusion: We have studied the MiniMax algorithm and also implemented successfully.

Assignment No.11
Aim: Study assignment for Tizen operating system for mobile device.
Objective:
Student will learn:
i)

The Basic Concepts of Tizen OS.

ii)

Applications of Tizen OS

iii)

Theory:

Introduction:
Tizen is an open and flexible operating system built from the ground up to address the needs of
all stakeholders of the mobile and connected device ecosystem, including device manufacturers,
mobile operators, application developers and independent software vendors (ISVs). Tizen is
developed by a community of developers, under open source governance, and is open to all
members who wish to participate.
Tizen is an open source operating system that has been launched by the join efforts of Samsung
and Intel. This operating system will soon replace the Android and IOS. Because of its ability to
run on multiple platforms. it means that if you make an app in Tizen , then the same Tizen App
will able to run on multiple platforms. The developer need only to make little change in his code.
The Tizen operating system comes in multiple profiles to serve different industry requirements.
The current Tizen profiles are Tizen IVI (in-vehicle infotainment), Tizen Mobile, Tizen TV, and
Tizen Wearable. In addition to that, as of Tizen 3.0, all profiles are built on top of a common,
shared infrastructure called Tizen Common.
With Tizen, a device manufacturer can begin with one of these profiles and modify it to serve
their own needs, or use the Tizen Common base to develop a new profile to meet the memory,
processing and power requirements of any device and quickly bring it to market.
Mobile operators can work with device partners to customize the operating system and user

experience to meet the needs of specific customer segments or demographics.
For application developers and ISVs, Tizen offers the power of native application development
with the flexibility of unparalleled HTML5 support. Tizen also offers the potential for
application developers to extend their reach to new “smart devices” running Tizen, including
wearables, consumer electronics (TVs, gaming consoles, DVRs, etc.), cars and appliances.
The Tizen platform gives you optimum flexibility when developing your applications. Using
Tizen native and Web frameworks, you are able to build applications in the HTML5
environment that deliver a consistent user experience on all devices.
Architecture:

The emphasis for Tizen architecture is WebAPI to ensure applications work across different
architectures and different profiles. Applications with very limited locally stored components
that store and access resources on a remote server packaged applications contain all resources in
their package. Both hosted and packaged applications are publishable in the tizen store. only
packaged applications, which are the standard webapp type, can access the device api. native
applications are either ui or service applications. Both have the same level of access to device

features, but ui applications have a graphical user interface, whereas service applications simply
run in the background.
Kernel and H/W Abstraction
Features:














Linux Kernel
Device Drivers





Hardware Adaptation Layer
Plug-ins





OpenGL ES/EGL Graphics Driver
DRM based graphics stack






Tizen Applications
Web Application
->Web is the primary application development environment for
Tizen-> SDK is available for Web App development
-> Commercial grade Sample Apps will be available soon

Native Application
->Available through platform APIs in Core Service

Device API
-> Access to the platform capabilities
-> Support Features: App Management/System Info./BT/NFC etc.
-> Additional APIs will be added in the future e.g. Accounts, Automotive

Application Framework
->The Application Framework provides application management, including launching other
applications using the package name, URI, or MIME type. It also launches pre-defined services,
such as the system dialer application.
->The Application Framework also notifies applications of common events, such as low memory
events, low battery, changes in screen orientation, and push notification. Furthermore, database
and settings support are provided by Application Framework.

Base
->Base contains Linux base essential system libraries that provide key features.
->The Base is defined as self-sufficient and with packages in Base the system is able to boot
itself to console/login. It also includes database support, internationalization, and XML parsing.

Graphics and UI
->Graphics and UI consist of the system graphic and UI stacks, which includesEF(Enlightenment
Foundation Libraries), an X11-based window management system, input methods, and
OpenGL* ES.
->EFL, the heart of the Graphics component, is a suite of libraries. EFL is used to create rich

graphics with ease, for all UI resolutions. The libraries build UIs in layers, allowing for 3D
transformations and more. EFL includes the Evas canvas API library and the elementary widget
library.

Location
->Location provides location based services (LBS), including position information,
geocoding,satellite information, and GPS status.
->It is based on GeoClue, which delivers location information from various positioning sources
such as GPS, WPS (Wi-Fi Positioning System), Cell ID, and sensors.

Messaging
->Messaging consists of SMS, MMS, Email, and IM.

Multimedia
->Multimedia is based on GStreamer.
->It provides support for media, including video, audio, imaging, and VoIP.
->It also provides media content management for managing media file metadata
information. ->Audio server functionality is based on Pulseaudio.

PIM (Personal Information Management)
->PIM enables managing user data on the device, including managing calendar, contacts, tasks.

Security
->Security is responsible for security deployment across the system. It consists of
platformsecurity enablers, such as access control, certificate management, and secure application
distribution.
->SMACK is the ingredient for security in Tizen

System
->System consists of system and device management features,
including:Interfaces for accessing devices, such as sensors, display, or

vibrator.

->Power management, such as LCD display backlight dimming/off and application processor
sleep.
->Monitoring devices and handling events, such as USB, MMC, charger, and ear jack events.
System upgrade/package management.
->Alarm/time management.

Web
->Web provides a complete implementation of the Tizen Web API optimized for low power
devices.
-> It includes WebKit, which is a layout engine designed to allow web browsers to render web
pages.
->It also provides web runtimes for web applications.

Telephony
->Telephony consists of cellular functionalities communicating with the modem: Managing callrelated and non-call-related information and services for UMTS and CDMA.
->Managing packet service and network status information for UMTS and
CDMA. ->Managing SMS-related services for UMTS and CDMA.
->Managing SIM files, phone book, and security. >Managing SIM Application Toolkit services for UMTS.

Connectivity
->Connectivity consists of all network and connectivity-related functionalities, such as 3G, WiFi, Bluetooth, HTTP, and NFC (Near Field Communication).
->Connection Manager is based on ConnMan, which provides 3G and Wi-Fi based network
connection management.

Conclusion: We have studied Tizen operating system for mobile device.

